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Stochastic Cooling

M. Blaskiewicz, BNL
Stochastic Cooling :was invented by Simon va,n der

Meer [1] arid was demonstrated at the CERN ISR and
ICE (Initial Cooling Experiment) [2]. Operational sys-
tems were developed at Fermilab [3] and CERN [4]. A
complete theory of cooling of unbunched beams was de-
veloped [4-6], and was applied at CERN and Fermilab.
Several new and existing rings employ coasting beam
cooling [7].

Bunched beam cooling was demonstrated in ICE and
has been observed in several rings designed for coasting
beam cooling. High energy bunched beams have proven
more difficult. Signal suppression was achieved in the
Tevatron [8], though operational cooiing was not pursued
at Fermilab. Longitudinal cooling was achieved in the
RHIC collider [9]. More recently a vertical cooling system
in RHIC cooled both transverse dimensions via betatron
coupling.

Cooling mtes

Unbunched beam A simple, but useful, estimate of
stochastic cooling rates is

IdÆ w
;=a, = -7lzo - s2(M +u)) (1)

where e is the beam emittance, I{ is the number of par-
ticles in the ring, W = l^^* - .f-i. with /*¿*,*i, the
maximum and minimum frequency limits of the band-
width I4l. The fastest cooling is obtained at the optimum
system gain, i.e., s : ll(M + t/). The mixing factot M
may be defined to be the ratio of the peak Schottky po\¡/er
density to the average Schottky power density (averaged
over all the Schottky bands in the cooling system band-
width). [/ is the ratio of electronic noise power to the
average Schottky power density.

Trønsuerse cooling rate Applying kinetic theory and
feedback theory, the betatron emittance cooling rate for
pa,rticles with revolution frequency I = a l2¡r is found to
le[s]
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where Q is the betatron tune, /(ø) is the normalized
frequency distribution, G is the electronic gain, and ry'B

is the betatron phase between pickup and kicker. The
dielectric response is

e7f(m L. Q)rl : t + NG((m + Q)u)
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where 0* means take the limit as this term goes to zero
though positive numbers. When pickup noise is included
the equation for the tra¡rsverse emittance of particles
with revolution frequency ø is

d# : s,,,
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For low gain and resolution bandwidth larger than øe
the signal to noise ratio near frequency as(m + Q) is
e,*sf énoise,^+q with erms : I f (a)erdu the root mean
squa,re emittance. Cha,nging the gain downstream of the
noise source does not change €noise,m*e. As cooling pro-
ceeds €ro¡r",*+q remains fixed and the signal to noise
ratio drops.

Longitud'inøl Cooling Taking n : E - .Ð6 as the en-
ergy variable with no measurement noise the equation of
motion for particle k is[5]

lYæ
ùx =Ð | c(nu(n¡),r¡)exp(in[0n - 0¡]), (5)
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where Il is the number of particles in the ring, G(0, r) =
Gr(CI) + rGp(fl) with G¡(fl) the filrer cooling gain and
Gp(Cl) the electrical part of the Palmer cooling gain. A
damped diffusion equation can be obtained

4P = -ftr@,t)!(r,t) + ftn@,t¡ft¡ç,,t¡ 1a¡

where

F(x,t) :+ffi expfi,m(o, - où1. (T)

In the notation of [5], section 4, G*(r) :
G(ma(n),n)exp(i,m(0o - 0¡). When summed over all
revolution lines the dielectric response is purely a func-
tion of frequency,

e¿(f)) : t*nÏ0,,*ffi
. c(0,n¡ft1r1r¡¡1r,t¡¡ (s)

The diffusion coefficient is

D (r, t) : 
Ð ffi l#llw#Ì1" @,,)

+rNtrlwl"- (e)

where [/- is the ratio of noise to signal power measured
with a large resolution bandwidth.
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Longitud,inal stack'ing Solutions of equation 6 with
ôf lðt = 0 approximate the central part of the solution
during the accumulation of antiprotons. For no measur-
ment noise and e¿ = 1 one has

Where ü6 is the flux of cooling particles. Setting
G*(r) = all@) for m- < l-l < rn¡ and maximizing
the cooling with respect to a one finds

(1 1)
where ø1 is an energy in the constant flux range.

Bunched, beam cool'ing.. For rough estimates one can
use equation (1) with N corresponding to the number of
particles in the ring that would create a current equal
to the peak beam current. The major unknown is the
mixing factor, M. With large synchrotron sideband
overlap, aa occurs in full rf buckets, M is the ratio of
peak Schottky power to average Schottky power, as in
coasting beams [10]. Mixing from intra-beam scattering
(IBS) is important in the FNAL recycler [11]. For higher
accuracy the damped diffusion equations for bunched
beams are much more complicated than those for coast-
ing beams [12] though calculations without synchrotron
sideba^nd overlap [12], or neglecting signal shielding [10],
have been done. For application to RHIC it was found
that multiparticle simulations proved both fast and re-
liable [9]. To simulate ÀI, real particles using Iü" sim-
ulation particles one simply multiplies the real gain by
N,lN" and tracks for N,f N, fewer turns [13]. The rele-
vant algorithms a,re identical to those used for the simu-
lation of coherent instabilities. As an example consider
longitudinal cooling. The first update will take place
at the RF cavity and, since synchrotron tunes are small
compared to one, v/e may place the stochastic cooling
kicker at the same spot.

în:rn*qV(r-)
ln:TnInlrn

Where frn = E - Eo for particle n, rn is the arrival time of
particle n with respect to the synchronous particle, and
the trars denote updated variables. The pa,rameter Æ1 :
fr{f*, lþ2Eo accounts for particle slip when traversing
a fraction of the ring / between kicker and pickup. At
the pickup one accumulates the line density array for
lc:Ir2r-..,Nsrid.

À(ru¡: liltx-r,¡,
n--l

where ôþ) is the triangle function for linear interpola-
tion on the grid tn = lcLt. Next one transports from
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the pickup to the kicker via ln = rn + (1 - f)ntrn.
The kick for simple filter cooling starts with 

^À(¿k) 
:

À(¿*)- Àom(tn) where the arcay \o¿¿ was accumulated on
the previous turn. Then AÀ(ú) is Fourier transformed,
multiplied by the frequency dependent gain, and inverse
transformed. The voltage obtained is added to the rf
voltage and the update sequence is repeated.

Additional effects such as betatron coupling and IBS
are easily included, though one must be ca"reful not to
make If" too small and introduce unphysical mixing due
to the increased IBS rates. The results with several com-
peting factors operating can be quite different from the
estimates of individual effects. For instance, longitudinal
action diffusion from IBS turns out to be very important
for transverse cooling in RHIC. This is because parti-
cles with small synchrotron amplitude have poor cool-
ing [12, 13] but longitudinal diffusion causes all particles
to have signifcant synchroton amplitudes at least some
of the time, leading to even cooling.

Hard,ware

The cooling system is a wide-band feedback loop with
bandwidths of a few hundred MHz to a few GHz. Pick-
ups axe generally wide-band devices and employ multiple
slots to extract sufficient beam power. The individual
slot signals can be combined using a mea¡rder line[7]. Al-
ternately, the coupling slots can modify the phase veloc-
ity of the waveguide mode leading to resonant buildup
over a wide frequency range [14]. Both of these tech-
nologies require careful design but yield wide band high
signal to noise devices. The very strong Schottky signals
of the gold ions in the RHIC collider allowed the longi-
tudinal pickup to be very simple. A pair of commercial
waveguide launchers on either side of the beam pipe are
combined in sum mode. A ceramic window keeps all the
electronic components outside the vacuum, resulting in
an inexpensive, robust design.

During design both the Panofsky-Wenzel theorem and
the potential theorem [15] significantly augment the use-
fulness of electromagnetic simulation codes. Let s : z I
oú denote the longitudinal position of the kicked particle
as a function of time. For an isolated kicker the Panofsky-
Wenzel theorem states there exists a function Q(r,y,z)
such that the momentum kick is L(pt,pn,p") : ôôlôr
where r : (fi,U,2). The potential theorem states that iÞ

obeys

-r@)ÐG*@) * r#Ðffil#lv^øt'- üo

(10)
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where 7 is the Lorentz factor. For coasting beam cooling
the front end noise in the pickup is a serious concern. An-
other difficulty is maintaining the appropriate gain and
phase functions over very wide bandwidth. Various sorts



of equalizers are often needed and feedback on delays
is commonplace. For bunched beams there is the addi-
tional complication of beam driven coherent lines [16]. In
RHIC, the signal power from coherent lines is often 100
times larger than the Schottky power. A very large dy-
namic range is needed to keep intermodulation products
under control.

Longitudinal filter cooling usually employs one turn
delays between pickup and kicker. The simplest and most
common type is of the form ,9r(¿) = So(¿) - Ss(t - T,"o)
where .9s(ú) is the pickup signal, 7,", is a highly accurate
one turn delay and S1(ú) is the output signal. Single
mode optical fibers allow for multi-GHz bandwidths and
are inexpensive. Careful temperature control is required
to keep length variations well under 1/4 wavelength and
various sorts of feedback on the delay a^re standa¡d.

Kickers for coasting beams look much like pickups, as
expected from the Lorentz reciprocity theorem. One sim-
ply reverses the beam direction and uses the same solu-
tion to equation (12) [15]. For bunched gold beams in
RHIC, longitudinal cooling requires a root mean squa,re
voltage of 3 kV. Fortunately, the bunch spacing of 107 ns
is much larger than the 5 ns bunch length. This allowed
for a Fourier series based approach using resonant cavi-
ties to generate the kick [9, 13].

New Techn'iques

Microwave stochastic cooling systems are limited to
bandwidths of a few GHz. While this is adequate for
condensing antiprotons and other rare particles or cooling
the gold beams in RHIC it is not very interesting for
cooling high density proton beams in colliders. For such
beams bandwidths of several hundred GHz are required.
Two technologies have been suggested for cooling such
beams.

Optical stochastic cooling employs a wiggler pickup,
optical amplifier, and wiggler kicker to close the cooling
feedback loop [17, 18]. Operations at micron wavelengths
with 10% bandwidth are envisioned. The bandwidth is of
order 1013 Hz but there are significant challenges. The
short wavelengths require linear but nea,rly achromatic
optics and the laser amplifiers push the state of the art.
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Coherent electron cooling [19] involves an electron
bunch comoving with the hadron bunch. In the mod-
ulator the hadrons induce a density modulation on the
electrons. The modulation is then amplified in a high
gain free electron laser. In the kicker the electron bunch
is again merged with the hadron bunch and the electrons
kick the hadrons. Appropriate optics and timing result
in cooling the hadrons. Centra^l wavelengths of order 10
microns are envisioned and appropriate optics a^re be-
ing designed. High energy, high current energy recovery
linacs appear capable of supplying the electron beams to
cool proton colliders.
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